LOOKING FOR AN EXCITING BEP?
JOIN THE TEAM!

Imagine the possibilities when the knowledge of students from different departments are combined with the great facilities in TU/e innovation Space.

INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAMS (3-6 persons)

REAL-WORLD CHALLENGES FROM COMPANIES, STUDENT TEAMS OR UNIVERSITY

COACHING BY iNNOVATION SPACE IN MATRIX BUILDING
Thomas Bastiaansen about his experience

“A BEP that feels like science fiction, creating sensor ball swarm that will now travel through a pipeline loop, later perhaps even through blood veins...

...Working in a team with other students, whose personal project complemented mine, was truly a unique BEP experience!”

Do you want to join the ISBEP? Great! Enroll via Osiris and you will be invited for the information/challenge pitch event!

For more information visit ‘innovation Space’ at educationguide.tue.nl
Contact & questions: education.innospac@tue.nl